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Bus Travel

Sadly, we are once again in a position
where we are in danger of being overrun
by the Juggernaut known as COVID.
After careful deliberation, the Committee
decided to delay the opening of Kiama
U3A activities until at least the beginning
of Term 2. By that time, we will all have
had a chance to get the booster
vaccination and hopefully we will have a
better understanding of how severe the
rampant spread of Delta and Omicron
strains of the virus may be.

Pamela Baxter
Having travelled the world and lived in a
range of exotic and/or “exciting” countries
(countries in conflict), I returned to
Australia and settled into a version of
suburbia. I made frequent trips into the
city by bus; it was a mundane, fifteenminute trip. One evening, a guy struck up
a casual conversation. He looked rough
around the edges, with long stringy hair
tied back in a ponytail and a few missing
teeth that made communication difficult.

The committee is planning on using Term
1 to streamline and develop a programme
that will hopefully be attractive to our
current and potential members.

But we chatted. He asked me what I did,
and I asked him in return. He told me that
he helped out at a soup kitchen and
worked with the homeless. I made
admiring noises and thought ‘that’s great’
and ‘you shouldn’t judge a book by its
cover ‘and similar platitudes.
He explained how he wanted to do more
and get involved with counselling but that
his offer was repeatedly refused. I made
mildly curious noises: I should have
stopped at this point. But no … I had to
ask …
“Oh, I was in prison for murder”.
The bus arrived at my stop.

Foreign Words that Foreigners Don’t
Understand
John Pritchett
Over the centuries, English has picked up
many useful foreign words and phrases.
But in some cases, we use them in ways
that the original language would not
recognise.

It has been decided that individual
Monday talks will become a course;
known as ‘Monday Talks’. The course will
have the same fees as any other 8-week
course. Individual talks may be a single
session or multiple sessions; but they will
remain essentially a presentation, with
time for questions and discussion. If
COVID persists, this is one course at least
that will work on ZOOM.

In France, for instance, if you go into a
restaurant and ask for the "menu" you will
be served the set meal of the day. (The
French for "menu" is "la carte".) Similarly,
a French audience at a concert does not
call out "encore", they cry "bis" (twice).
Mention of an "en suite" bathroom will
have Francophones scratching their
heads in puzzlement.
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School of Drawing in Aix where he studied
drawing under Joseph Gibert. From 1858 to
1861 Cézanne studied law at the University of
Aix, complying with his father’s wishes.

The Greek word "phobia" and the German
word "angst" both mean "fear", but without
the psychological baggage those words
have picked up in English.
Sometimes we don't even recognise that
the word is of foreign origin. Take the
possibly apocryphal story of the American
woman in a tour group in Europe.
Somebody sneezed, and somebody else
said "Gesundheit!", whereupon the woman
exclaimed: "Oh, thank God somebody
speaks English!"
However, we still have that delightful (and
useful) word "Schadenfreude", which
means exactly the same thing in English
and German.

But in 1861, against his father’s objections,
Cézanne left for Paris to pursue his artistic
career. In this decision he was strongly
encouraged by Zola, who was already living in
the capital. Cézanne’s father was eventually
reconciled to his son’s choice of career and
supported the artist through his early years
and after his marriage. Later Paul inherited
400,000 francs and so he was never again
concerned with his financial position through
his life.
In Paris, Cézanne met the Impressionist
Camille Pissarro. Initially their relationship was
that of master and apprentice and Pissarro
exerted a formative influence on the younger
artist. But by 1874, while Manet, Monet and
Renoir paint the lifestyle and landscape of the
nouvelle riche in Argenteuil, Pissarro and
Cézanne collaborate in painting working
France in Pontoise and earlier in
Louveciennes.

Fine Art History and Appreciation
January Birthdays

Cézanne’s paintings were shown in the first
exhibition of the Salon des Refusés, the
exhibition established by Napoleon III in 1863
to show works refused by the Paris Salon. The
Paris Salon rejected Cézanne works every
year between 1864 and 1869. He continued to
submit works until 1882. In 1882, due to the
intervention of Antoine Guillemet, the portrait
of his father was displayed, Cézanne’s first
and only success with the Salon.
He exhibited in the first Impressionist
exhibition of 1874 and in the Third in 1877, but
his style was already moving beyond
Impressionism (he is typically categorised as a
post-Impressionist). Beyond capturing the
moment in the play of light and colour,
Cézanne tries to impose some structure on the
subject of his work. He states “I want to make
of impressionism something solid and lasting
like the art in the museums”.

Les Joueurs de cartes
The Card players
Location:
Artist:
Dimensions:
Medium:
Year:

Courtauld Institute of Art;
London
Paul Cézanne
60cms X 73cms
Genre Painting, Oil on canvas
1892-1895

Paul Cézanne was born on 19th January 1839
in Aix-en-Provence. His father, Louis Auguste
Cézanne was the co-founder of a banking firm
that prospered throughout the artist’s life,
providing financial security that few of his
contemporaries enjoyed.

He is also drawn to the concept of capturing
emotion in his work. The series of paintings
called “the Card Players” consist of 5 oil
paintings completed between 1892 and 1895
and, in addition, a series of small works of
individuals. Critics are unsure whether the
larger paintings were the earlier works and
Cézanne reduced the canvas size as he
stripped away unnecessary detail: or were the
three paintings of only two figures, preparatory

In 1852, at age 13, Cézanne entered the
Collège Bourbon in Aix where he became
friend with Émile Zola and Baptistin Baille. In
1857 he began attending the Free Municipal
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works for the larger paintings of up to 5
figures?
In the painting illustrated, two Provençal
peasants, probably employees on the
Cézanne estate of Jas de Bouffan in Aix, sit,
totally immersed in their game. Unlike the
earlier genre paintings of card players dating
from Caravaggio or the Flemish paintings of
drunken revellers at cards, there is no
suggestion of cheating in Cézanne’s work.
There is no reference to drunkenness. A wine
bottle, unopened, stands between the two
players, but is ignored in the players
concentration. No wine glasses are visible!
The player to the left of picture sits erect,
perhaps more confident in his hand. His erect
posture is emphasised by the straight back of
his chair, to which his back is perfectly aligned.
He wears a top hat with a rigid, downward
sloping brim. He smokes a pipe while he
plays. He is turned slightly away from his
companion across the table who has intruded
slightly across the centreline of the table. His
wrists rest lightly on the edge of the table and
his cards are visible, but not readable to us.
He is the dominant, confident figure in the
composition.
By contrast, his companion in lighter, and less
well-fitting clothing, is slumped forward. His
shoulders sag, his hat is soft with a twisted
and soft brim. His cards are closed to us. He
leans on his forearms, supported by the table.
In the Musée d’Orsay version of this painting,
this figure is cropped so that the chair back
and part of the figure’s back is cropped. He is
not totally present.

Mont Sainte-Victoire and the viaduct of
the Arc river valley
Location:
Artist:
Dimensions:
Medium
Year:

Metropolitan Museum of Art:
New York
Paul Cézanne
65.5 X 81.7cms
landscape; oil on canvas
1882-1885

From 1870 Cézanne and his then mistress
Marie-Hortense Fiquet leave Paris for
Marseille. After the birth of their son Paul,
Cézanne and his family travel back and forth
between Aix and Paris. But for Cézanne, an
always shy and reserved man, the South of
France suits his personality. In the early
1880’s Cézanne’s father, Louis-Auguste has a
studio built for Paul at the home, Bastide du
Jas de Bouffan.

Cézanne has, perhaps, acknowledged the
earlier works of Caravaggio in the light and
dark contrast that makes the background of
the work unreadable, a vague representation
of a bar? Perhaps some bottles?

1886 was a turning point. Cézanne marries
Hortense but Cézanne’s father dies leaving
him the estate in Aix. (This house, with much
reduced grounds, is now owned by the city,
open to the public on a restricted basis) But in
1890, the onset of diabetes further affects his
personality, and he becomes more reclusive.
His relationship with his family deteriorates
and Hortense and Paul return to Paris.

The concentration of the players is intense, we
can relate to their mood, their immersion in
their game. And it is a game; no stakes are
displayed; they are playing for the pleasure of
the game. But we don’t need to see the fall of
the cards. Cézanne has already told us who
wins and who has lost!

In Aix, Hortense’s brother had a house at
L’Estaque with a view to Montagne SainteVictoire. By this point in his career, Cézanne
has concentrated his work on three main
motifs: still life, portraits, and landscapes. In
1882 he commences a series of paintings of
the mountain, a series that continued until his
death. In the two examples shown we can see
the development of Cézanne’s style over the
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period. Throughout his life he was interested in
the simplification of naturally occurring forms
to their geometric essentials; he wanted to
“treat nature in terms of the cylinder the
sphere and the cone” (a tree trunk can be
seen as a cylinder, an orange or apple as a
sphere) So in the later painting of Montagne
Sainte-Victoire, the mountain becomes a
triangle with a distorted cone as the peak and
the whole is rendered in solid blocks of varying
colour. The mountain and sky rendered in
shades of blue to imply distance and depth in
the composition.
For more information on the development of
the style see
https://drawpaintacademy.com/mont-saintevictoire/

a few hours, he decided to go home, but
collapsed on the way. He was taken home by
a passing driver and once home, his
housekeeper massaged him to return
circulation. The following day he attempted to
return to work, but he collapsed again and
never recovered. He died of pneumonia on
22nd October 1906 at age 67.
In 2011 the Royal family of Qatar purchased
the only copy of “The Card Players” not held in
a museum collection for a reported price
between $250 and $320 million.
This month’s article is dedicated to Shirley
Gilmour, a great neighbour, a long-time
member of Kiama U3A, an artist in her own
right and a lover of Fine Art. Shirley died on
Christmas Day 2021 as a result of
complications from a bad fall earlier in the
year.
Peter Clarke
29th December 2021

Montagne Sainte-Victoire

Location:
Artist:
Dimensions:
Medium
Year:

Philadelphia Museum of Art
Paul Cézanne
70cms X 92cms
landscape; oil on canvas
1904

In 1897 Cézanne rented a cottage near the
slope of the mountain and painted extensively
from it. The works are said to have inspired
the “embryonic Cubist” style. Cézanne’s
explorations of geometric simplification
inspired Picasso, Braque, Metzinger, and
others to experiment with ever more complex
views.
Picasso referred to Cézanne as “the father of
us all” and “my one and only master” He
profoundly influenced the beginnings and
development of modern art.
One day in 1906 Cézanne was caught in a
storm while working in a field. After working for
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Plea for Help
Charles Walker
We want to be able to offer a broader
range of courses in 2022 (and
beyond). The principles of U3A dictate
that we first draw on the expertise of our
membership.
Historically, at registration, all members
are invited to indicate their willingness to
conduct a Course or join the Committee;
but most people don’t give much thought
to sharing their expertise or knowledge.
And then many don’t believe that they
have sufficient expertise to share.
Please think about the things that you
enjoy, things that you are passionate
about, things that you know, or
experiences that you have had that are
worth sharing and put up your hand to run
a course (however short that course may
be). Recent experience shows that
courses run by two people are more
enduring as the load is shared and there
is backup.
The principles of U3A state that all
courses must be open to all members
(class sizes may be limited because of
venue, group leader’s expertise or health
considerations).
The Committee will canvass your interest
in volunteering by email.

Haiku
Green astringency
Perfumed jasmine tantalises
Mixed with sea salt mist
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Because it is unsafe to conduct face to face meetings there will be no courses in Term 1. This table, however, gives an indication of
the components of the Monday Talks programme, 2022, which will simply move to whenever we can safely meet face to face.
Speaker
Pamela Baxter

Topic Description
Snippets from the life of an Humanitarian Worker
Pamela will share some experiences from a life working in situations of conflict and natural
disasters, across a range of countries and cultures. A window into a very different life.

John and Lynne Smith

Land of the Pharaohs. Lynne and John will describe the highlights of a 2019 trip to Egypt and
Jordan. They will teach us something about the world of the Pharaohs and the settlement of Petra
in Jordan. An enlightening learning experience.

John McCarthy

The Nature of Future War. Given the conflict arising with China, the nature of future war is very

relevant to today’s world crisis. What will war look like in the future? A fascinating afternoon
with discussion to follow.
Jeff Bayley

1950s: - Growing up in a British Colony.

Pamela Baxter and
friends

Poetry for Fun. Pamela and friends will share some of their own writing and discuss the
background and the trials and tribulations of writing. Be prepared to laugh and perhaps cry (a
little). A fun afternoon.

Wendy Leatheam

Stained Glass: ‘Capturing the Light’ - two talks covering a brief history of glass and glassmaking,
then introducing beautiful examples of stained glass found all over the world, in both sacred and
secular settings. (Pt 1)

Wendy Leatheam

Stained Glass: ‘Capturing the Light’ - two talks covering a brief history of glass and glassmaking,
then introducing beautiful examples of stained glass found all over the world, in both sacred and
secular settings. (Pt 2)
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